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Next-Gen Automation, App Development and Business Intelligence
integrated into an AI Center of Excellence Framework.

Journey towards becoming an AI-Driven Company

Accelerate the journey towards becoming an AI-Driven Company taking
high-ROI use cases from ideation to adoption. Ensure constant and
incremental value delivery backed by us.
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GENERATIVE AI ADOPTION FRAMEWORK

Generative AI Adoption Accelerator brings together best practices, explores key trends, and helps you identify and 
implement use cases that will deliver maximum impact to accelerate the value of Generative AI in your organization.

What is it?  .

Our program helps you accelerate your Generative AI journey from initial education, to use case ideation and
development, to final deployment, consumption and maintenance. You will lay a solid foundation to bring out the full
potential of Generative AI as OpenAI in your organization, enable new business solutions with OpenAI's language
generation capabilities powered by GPT-X models and adopt a framework to repeatedly deliver high-value AI at speed.

Besides, we help you design and implement a strategy and a prioritized use case roadmap around Generative AI that
will drive a clear and organized adoption of this technology in your organization.

We join your team and work together, stablishing a long-term reliable relationship to explore and understand the
business value of Generative AI, the technical architecture and use cases that can be realized today. We make workshops
to identify the business scenarios that drives the most benefit. We finally move to build and prove the value of this new
technology for the business.

Depending on Workshop outcomes and your priorities we move to either developing MVPs to prove the technology and
business value for one use case, or a Strategy Assessment to define data readiness, multiple complex and connected use
cases, apply Responsible AI to them, and finally, define roadmap and ROI.
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BENEFITS you will find  .

• Discover and unlock end-to-end Generative AI potential in your organization. 
Accelerate the journey towards Artificial Intelligence and manage it at scale. 
Bridge the gap between executive decision making and AI implementation.

• Accelerate your AI journey and achievement along side our team of world class 
interdisciplinary experts.

• Enhanced understanding of Generative AI and OpenAI model skills, as well as of 
how to leverage AI within your organization and Microsoft Azure.

• Understanding of data requirements needed to build impactful Generative AI 
and OpenAI based solutions.

• Exploration of Generative AI and OpenAI use cases that align to business goals 
and objectives.

• Generative AI and OpenAI roadmap with deep dive into a single, high value and 
high impact use case, including the requirements and critical deployment factors.

• Assess your data science capabilities and create a tailored plan to help you 
accelerate and sustain AI value delivery.

• Build the patterns, processes and teams you need to succeed while taking high-
ROI use cases from ideation to adoption.

• Implement AI solutions to support data migration and modernization.

Make the most out ouf the Generative AI Accelerator approach and journey
by integrating it into our long-term relationship AI Center of Excellence
Framework.

Think of an AI CoE as a core knowledge platform in your company. It
contains a clear vision for use of AI in your business strategy and the
accumulative learnings from past AI initiatives. It can drive revenue, create
cost efficiency, enhance customer experience, and give you a competitive
edge.

Through Plain Concept’s AI COE you are equipped to build the patterns,
processes and teams you need to succeed while taking high-ROI AI use
cases from ideation to adoption fast and reliably, gaining AI maturity and
independence across your organization.

Global Partner of the Year AI Award Finalist 2022 info@plainconcepts.com

U.S. large firms that 
use AI have already 
established a CoE**

37%
2 out of 3 companies building AI and 
advanced analytics are establishing 

AI CoE*
* McKinsey
** Deloitte

Integrate the Generative AI Adoption Framework into our 
AI Center of Excellence (CoE) Framework



GENERATIVE AI ADOPTION FRAMEWORK

Our Journey Proposal  For Your Generative AI-OpenAI Adoption 

1 2 3

Envisioning       Workshop Strategy
Roadmap

Ideation & 
Design
Workshop

(2-5 Days) (18-20 Days)

Tech Validation

Develop a fast tech feasibility 
study of one representative use 
case to showcase its feasibility 
and potential as well as 
demonstrate the benefits of 
generative AI / OpenAI to 
validate one business case. 
Including a technical readiness 
validation of readiness of data, 
3rd party integrations, security 
and pricing.

Depends on the case
(2 Days/ 4 weeks)

4 5

MVP to
Production

Agile development and Deploy 
of a Generative AI/ OpenAI use 
case. Build your application 
based on your own data to verify 
its power by retraining and fine-
tuning algorithms. Finally, we 
verify and estimate full scale 
usage costs of implementation, 
architecture and the use of the 
service itself.

Strategy  & Definition of Business Cases Execution & Deployment

If you ARE NOT familiar 
with Azure OpenAI

If you ARE familiar
But you don’t have selected 
use cases

24.000 € (30 days)

Depends on the case 
(Consult to get quote)

If you ARE familiar
and you have selected your 
use cases

Envisioning       Workshop Strategy
Roadmap

(2-5 Days) (15 - 20 Days)

Envisioning       Workshop Strategy
Roadmap

(1 Day) (10 - 15 Days)

You can change Tech 
Validation before step 3

Select one of our 
predefined  5 top use 

cases

(7-10 Days)
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